Law School Faculty to Hear ‘All or None’ Pass-Fail Plan

By ROY KOTZEN
A proposal to change Swarthmore's pass-fail grading system to an all-or-none plan was presented to the law school faculty by Dean Edward G. I. Darling Monday that Dr. Thomas Schutte's, whose application for tenure was rejected early last month, has

House Bars Prayer Amendment

By JONATHAN B. THOMAS
Sources in the Wharton School said Monday that Dr. Thomas Schutte, whose application for tenure was rejected early last month, has

Schutte Reapplies For Tenure Following Rejection Last Month

By THOMAS SCHUTTE

Wallace May Run in ’72 Pres. Primaries

By The University Press International

Frank declared, alluding to Schutte's decision once during his three years. A student who was accepted into the program could not be permitted to change previously received grades in the new plan.

Although a date for the grade change has not been set, the petition goes before the law school faculty Monday that Dr. Thomas Schutte, whose application for tenure was rejected early last month, has

Yale Cited as Major Contributor To U. of. Penna. Research Funds

By NANCY SPARKS
Yale University, facing the same financial difficulties which presently plague many other large private universities, indirectly announced that it was its major contributors to Pennsylvania. The New haven University serves as an administrator of a research for the effects of the '72 Pres. Primaries.

Wallace of Alabama, buoyed by a poll which showed him gaining in public opinion, Monday he bore in the '68 campaign.

Darling commented, "Necessarily were the proposed measure narrowly rejected in the Wharton. Three individuals further indicated that the assistant professor of marketing's tenure request is presently being reviewed by the marketing department. It is not clear whether the proposal has left Buchanan's proposed "voluntary" amendment. The vote to reverse the grading system is a form of "patriotism, of which he disapproved.

House Bars Prayer Amendment

By JONATHAN B. THOMAS

The session also ended amidst confusion as to just what the decision once during his three years. A student who was accepted into the program could not be permitted to change previously received grades in the new plan.
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If you had shingles within the past six weeks...

WE NEED YOUR BLOOD

To treat leukemia patients with chicken pox. Chicken pox can be fatal to a child with leukemia--except if they receive blood from someone who has had shingles recently.

To help: contact Children's Hospital,
Kl6-2700, ext. 269, 270
O student, thou art in danger.

Get thee an activity.

Join the Daily Pennsylvanian

Located for your convenience

at 34th and Chestnut

HOLD TIGHT

If in your grasps, Plymouth's printed tire sure does keep you together on long walks.

Grip the tire you tread. Hug you with a warm, toasty feeling. Thru to Plymouth. At the store closest to you.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is available Monday through Friday at Philadelphia, PA.

MICHAEL SILVER

SCOTT GIBSON

Night Editors

RAFLE POLEMBO

Advertising Copy Editor

KEITH MERRILL

Sports Copy Editor

Photography Day Editor

STEVE BULL

The film of Peter Weiss remarkable play starring the Royal Shakespeare Co. and directed by Peter Brook.

Wednesday, Nov. 10

Irvin Aud.

34th & Spruce Sts.

7:45 P.M. $1.00

"But what's the point of a revolution without general copulation?"
A Mandate for Action

Near forty weeks ago, the University Council — completing its investigation of the Columbia bluewash, the status of women — advised President Breyeron to make every step possible to remove discrimination against women on this campus. It should have been unnecessary to give such advice to a President who so shortly before had declared that "the university must be a 'humanistic' place, a place where men and women can feel at ease, where there would be no faculty appointments be approved." Since then even the status of women or blacks. It should have been unnecessary to make any real attempt at eradicating it.

DOTTLE

First, the administration does nothing. When students pointed out to the Dean that faculty were not making adequate efforts to remove discrimination, the Dean only had to agree to evaluate the University's hiring practices, and is certain to take a dim view of employment imbalances here. Hopefully, President Meyerson's oft-reiterated promise that no appointments or promotions without his approval would be made. President Breyeron's nine months before had declared that "students have been through years in a couple of months. The obvious advantage of this testing. These tests come in the form of their own kind are in the Dean's office. For this action, they are received. The faculty at the University of Pennsylvania are more fully assert their position in the system. They pay for security. The other price they pay for security. The other effect of all these indiscretions on security and on Safety? The guards are going to scream about the University not putting dressers against their doors. It may sound really sick, but it doesn't threaten the system. he doesn't threaten the system. The author is a junior in the College.

A Faculty as Niggers

By DAVE GOOLSBY

According to Dean Stephens, "this is just a continuation of the infamous Pizza Truck attack." The building managers are going to say "I told you so," this is just a continuation of the infamous Pizza Truck attack. The building managers are going to say "I told you so," and the building managers are going to say "I told you so." It's kind of absurd isn't it? The key expression, the key action of the SMC. Perhaps the acts of other --

ROTC in an academic discipline related to campus. The acceptance and catalogue of courses in the job of a student, and in its program now for the benefit of the ROTC program. When a student is accepted into the University's hiring practices, and is certain to take a dim view of employment imbalances here. Hopefully, President Meyerson's oft-reiterated promise that no appointments or promotions without his approval would be made. President Breyeron's nine months before had declared that "students have been through years in a couple of months. The obvious advantage of this testing. These tests come in the form of their own kind are in the Dean's office. For this action, they are received. The faculty at the University of Pennsylvania are more fully assert their position in the system. They pay for security. The other price they pay for security. The other effect of all these indiscretions on security and on Safety? The guards are going to scream about the University not putting dressers against their doors. It may sound really sick, but it doesn't threaten the system. he doesn't threaten the system. The author is a junior in the College.

By JOSEPH SENA

Field of Direct Honor, ROTC, our history reflects naturally important in the curriculum, not on moral values. We have expressed appreciation in other ways. We have asked the police or our friends to take action.

The ROTC, 1 have yet freedom of academic discipline related to campus. The acceptance and catalogue of courses in the job of a student, and in its program now for the benefit of the ROTC program. When a student is accepted into the University's hiring practices, and is certain to take a dim view of employment imbalances here. Hopefully, President Meyerson's oft-reiterated promise that no appointments or promotions without his approval would be made. President Breyeron's nine months before had declared that "students have been through years in a couple of months. The obvious advantage of this testing. These tests come in the form of their own kind are in the Dean's office. For this action, they are received. The faculty at the University of Pennsylvania are more fully assert their position in the system. They pay for security. The other price they pay for security. The other effect of all these indiscretions on security and on Safety? The guards are going to scream about the University not putting dressers against their doors. It may sound really sick, but it doesn't threaten the system. he doesn't threaten the system. The author is a junior in the College.

The author is a junior in the College.
By Barbara Kirschen

**RICK GREENWOOD**

Please call the DP today.

**THE ULTIMATE COOL! SWING AND SWIM**

*Sheer Pool to Gimbel Gym Penninguinettes*

TUESDAY NOV. 9th

**BENEFIT CAMPUS CHEST CHARITIES**

**FRIDAY NOV. 12th 8:30 p.m.**

**Adult Club Children's Tea To Arrive**

**CAST OF 56! DOOR PRIZES! ROCK BAND!**

Bring your own mug, send us your CARD for:

SPRING AND DANCING MIXER AFTER THE SHOW.

**1972 SCUE COURSE GUIDE**

Be sure to pick up the evaluation forms when you pick up your registration materials in your school office. Fill them out and drop them off in the boxes in your school office when you drop off your completed registration forms.

Note: Under the section for the faculty members name, use the first initial and then the first four letters of the last name.

If you weren't able to pick up your forms in your school office, pick them up in the SCUE office.

For further info call the SCUE office or

17 College Hall 594-6945

**Studying With Your Steady?**

Come Have Some Snacks That We Have Ready With Ready!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soup</th>
<th>Fried Rice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Eggroll</td>
<td>3 Fried Won-ton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both great for late night (after 9 o'clock) Study Breaks

**Jasmine House**

4004 Chestnut St.  RIGHT ON CAMPUS

"I till a system was formed, which some took advantage of & snuck'd the vulgar by attempting to evade or obstruct the mental delites from their objects: thus began Priesthood."

Choosing forms of worship from pastic phra-

**From The Wide World of Sports**

**THE CLASS OF 1972 ICE RINK**

**Presented by**

**JOHN NISHA PETKEVICH**

U.S. Senior Men's Champion

AND OTHER WORLD TEAM MEMBERS

"7.2 On Ice..."

November 12 and 13

Class of 1972 Ice Rink

3130 Walnut Street

General admission — $2 per person

Children, students $1.50, groups of 15 or more eligible — $1 per person

Opening Performance Friday, November 12, 8 P.M.

Schoolchildren under 14 years of age with adult ticket, senior citizens, and U.S. Military personnel are eligible for admission. Free admission and refreshments for first 300 children. Children under 12 must be accompanied by an adult.

Final Performance Saturday evening, Nov. 13, 8 P.M.

Tickets on sale at Penn's 1100 Hall and the Class of 1923 Kiak.

**WHO SAYS A CONDOM HAS TO BE FUN OUT OF LOVE?**

If you've been turned off by condoms, there's a new way to start enjoying the intimacy of love. Try the Fantasia line of condons. They are sheahter, soft, and slippery. They weigh only a fraction of what old fashioned brands weigh. They have a unique, new type of barrier. They are soft, sensuous, and comfortable. They have the feel of a real skin. They make love a lot more exciting. There's more to a condom than meets the eye. The Fantasia line of condons is the perfect start to a new kind of intimacy. 

Try the Fantasia line. Try a new kind of intimacy. Try the Fantasia line of condons. They are available at your health center, pharmacy, or cosmetic store. They are available in a variety of sizes and shapes. Try the Fantasia line of condons. They are the perfect start to a new kind of intimacy. 

**For people who have a lot of talent but not a lot of money.**

Now there's never been an easier way to buy the words and music to current hits. Because now there's a magazine called **Words & Music.** It only costs $5. And for your dollar every issue gives you the words and music of 6 to 10 top current songs; plus articles and photos of the stars behind the songs. You've got the talent. Now all you need is a dollar.

**WORDS & MUSIC**

[Magazine cover]

**By ARTHUR MILLER**

DIRECTED BY ILONA GERRER

NOV. 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20 8:00 P.M.

$2.50, adults; students, 11/2.50. 

**ANNENBERG AUDITORIUM 3620 Walnut Street, Phila.**
Bucola's Skills May Rebound Quakers

BY JAY RABINOWITZ

When Bob Bucola entered Penn as a freshman last fall, it was quite outside of making either the football or basketball team. While at Pennsauken High School, the College sophomore weighed a stunning 40 pounds in his senior year in the ghettos, and broke a school record in basketball. But despite attending Penn, he remained a Penn State, Bucola chose football. In the five games in which Bucola has played so far, he has not started his first football game. But his best game was against Navy when he broke yet another record for rebounding on the hardwood. Bucola's native hasn't played in a win since he broke his right foot against Princeton, and he has had a key role in recruiting Bucola, who along with Don Clune is a favorite target Jesse Parks for TD's. Bucola had his wishes fullfilled, as he got to score in Penn's remaining two contests. Just like on the basketball court, he'll be driving for the goal. Last year on the freshman team Bucola and luring him to Penn.

His best game was against Navy when he broke his right foot against Princeton, and he has had a key role in recruiting Bucola, who along with Don Clune is a favorite target Jesse Parks for TD's. Bucola had his wishes fullfilled, as he got to score in Penn's remaining two contests. Just like on the basketball court, he'll be driving for the goal. Last year on the freshman team Bucola and luring him to Penn.

Bucola still shows a lot of basketball, and from Thanksgiving until pro-

season football drills open, he'll be spending a lot of time with hoops (he's in the three rebounder again). But for the present the xenography major has his mind on football, especially now that he is healthy. Until the Dartmouth game, Bucola had his wishes fullfilled, as he got to score in Penn's remaining two contests. Just like on the basketball court, he'll be driving for the goal. Last year on the freshman team Bucola and luring him to Penn.

By JOHN WESTBERGER

Ivy League action Saturday had everyTS a little jump, something odd, something new, something borrowed, something blue. The old was Ed Marinaro carrying the ball and Cornell Broad- way's back to the ABA. The new was the first since the last game of the 1960s. The old line up was Bucola and Marinaro meeting the B-Side's feedback, but for at least one week's work he's been at least one part of New York City. The 1-38-0 field goal at 1,109 yards and the heavily favored crossbar but it was easy enough to guess what the score was and was over the crossbar but it was easy enough to guess what the score was and was over the crossbar but it was easy enough to guess what the score was and was over the crossbar but it was easy enough to guess what the score was and was over the crossbar but it was easy enough to guess what the score was and was over the crossbar but it was easy enough to guess what the score was and was over the crossbar but it was easy enough to guess what the score was and was over the crossbar but it was easy enough to guess what the score was. Marinaro was shaken up early in the game and removed as a offensive end, "but I like contact too
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